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Inquiry
Please answer the following questions and complete the points A - F. Your information can have a
significant influence on the choice of suitable analyses methods!
1) Which matrix should be analyzed and how much sample quantity can you provide us?
2) Which analyses should be conducted or which elements should be determined? For trace
determinations we ask you, to indicate the desired limits of quantification!
3) Are there any further points concerning your sample that have to be considered from our side?
Your analytical task . . .

A. Please select the type of analysis that should be performed on your sample!
 Single-analysis

 Double-analysis

 Double-analysis if the result differs more than

% absolutely from the theory!

B. Should the requested analytics be processed as express order?
 YES

 NO

C. Should your sample be handled under inert gas?
 YES

 NO

D. Should your sample be dried before the analysis?
 YES  please state the required drying conditions:

°C

Torr

 NO
E. Please state the approximate percentages of the elements that your sample contains.
C
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%

O

%

I
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N
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S

% Cl

% Br

%

F. Which of the following physical characteristics apply to your sample?
 hygroscopic

 sensitive to light

 sensitive to hydrolysis

 sensitive to heat

 sensitive to oxygen

 explosive
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